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We present magnetoresistance (MR) experiments on an InAs nanowire quantum dot device with two
ferromagnetic sidegates (FSGs) in a split-gate geometry. The wire segment can be electrically tuned to a single
dot or to a double dot regime using the FSGs and a backgate. In both regimes we find a strong MR and a sharp
MR switching of up to 25% at the field at which the magnetizations of the FSGs are inverted by the external field.
The sign and amplitude of the MR and the MR switching can both be tuned electrically by the FSGs. In a double
dot regime close to pinch-off we find two sharp transitions in the conductance, reminiscent of tunneling MR
(TMR) between two ferromagnetic contacts, with one transition near zero and one at the FSG switching fields.
These surprisingly rich characteristics we explain in several simple resonant tunneling models. For example, the
TMR-like MR can be understood as a stray-field controlled transitions between singlet and triplet double dot
states. Such local magnetic fields are the key elements in various proposals to engineer novel states of matter and
may be used for testing electron spin based Bell inequalities.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.195415
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetoresistance (MR) is the electrical resistance of a
material or a device as a function of an external magnetic
field B. For nonmagnetic bulk materials, one typically finds
a parabolic field dependence and a saturation, but it can also
be linear to large magnetic fields, either due to disorder [1],
or due to a linear dispersion relation [2], for example on
the surface of a topological insulator [3]. Many MR effects
and applications are known for magnetic materials [4,5],
for example the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) used
to characterize magnetic contacts [6,7], or the tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR), in which electrons tunnel between
two magnetic reservoirs, resulting in a resistance that depends
on the relative orientation of the reservoir magnetizations.
TMR typically shows hysteretic rectangular MR loops in up
and down sweeps of B. Since the domain structure of a magnet
can change abruptly with the external field, a characteristic
MR switching (MRS) occurs at the respective switching
fields Bsw.
In nanostructures another type of low-field MR results
from the Zeeman splitting of the energy-dependent density of
states (DOS). For example, we show below how the transport
resonances of a quantum dot (QD) can be used as a sensor for
the local magnetic field. In turn, this allows one to tune the
QD spectrum using the stray fields of micro- and nanomag-
nets, without the interface issues associated with magnetic
tunnel contacts. Prominent examples are to selectively address
quantum bits using stray-field gradients [8], or spin resonance
experiments in double QDs (DQDs) [9]. Nanomagnets are also
the focus of recent proposals to generate helical magnetic fields
equivalent to a synthetic spin-orbit interaction that supports,
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for example, topological quasiparticles like Majorana fermions
in semiconducting nanowires (NWs) [10].
Here we report the MR of a NW segment between a
ferromagnetic split gate for different NW transport charac-
teristics, from a single QD to DQDs. The device idea is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The split gate consists of a pair of
long, narrow ferromagnetic Permalloy (Py) strips which we
call ferromagnetic sidegates (FSGs). The strips have a single
domain magnetization with a switching field determined by
the geometric width [6,7]. In addition, these FSGs can be
used individually as electrical gates. We stress that the NW
is not in contact with the FSGs, so the transport through the
NW is affected only by the FSG stray field. Large-diameter
NWs can be tuned by electrical gating into different regimes,
probably aided by potential fluctuations on the substrate, as in
two-dimensional electron gases with a continuous transition
from a single QD to a DQD [11]. We investigate the MR
of a single QD (R1), two QDs coupled in series (R2), and
two more strongly side-coupled QDs (R3) on the same NW
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a NW with ferromagnetic sidegates
(FSG1 and FSG2) that result in a local stray field Bst. The
magnetizations M of the FSGs can be inverted by an external field B.
(b) False-color SEM image of the actual device. (c) Magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) image showing the magnetic field component
perpendicular to the wafer surface of two Py strips outlined by dashed
lines and oriented as the FSGs in (b).
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segment. A side-coupled DQD is essentially a parallel DQD in
which only one dot is connected to the source and drain, which
is possible in finite-width NWs and the asymmetric gating of
a backgate. We find that the sign and amplitude of the MR and
the MRS at Bsw of the FSGs can be tuned by the electrical
gates, with switching amplitudes of up to ∼25%. In regime
R3, we even find a rectangular MRS of ∼50%, reminiscent
of TMR, but considerably larger than expected for Py-based
TMR devices. For each regime we interpret the MR and MRS
using an intuitive resonant tunneling model.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION
Figure 1(b) shows a false-color scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) image of the device we discuss here. It
consists of a ∼80 nm diameter InAs NW deposited by spin
coating on a Si++/SiO2 substrate and contacted by source
(S) and drain (D) Ti/Au (5 nm/70 nm) contacts. The NWs
were grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy [12]
implementing a two-step growth process to suppress stacking
faults [13]. We used standard lock-in techniques to measure
the differential conductance G = dI/dV as a function of the
bias V at a base temperature of 230 mK in a 3He cryostat.
If not stated otherwise, the backgate voltage and dc bias are
set to 0 for all presented experiments, while the electronic
structure of the NW segment is electrically tuned by the FSGs.
Two ∼200 nm wide Py strips with a large aspect ratio [7]
are fabricated with the ends in close proximity to the NW
segment between S and D. The strips are fabricated to be
aligned in parallel to the external magnetic field, which results
in an angle to the randomly oriented NW axis. The magnetic
force microscopy image of an identical split-gate geometry in
Fig. 1(c) demonstrates that the FSG stray field (out-of-plane
component) is confined to a very small volume in the split-gate
gap. Two metal pads at the NW ends are used to pin down the
NW, which allows for a better fabrication accuracy.
III. SINGLE DOT MR AND MRS
We first discuss the MR in the single QD regime (R1).
Figure 2(a) shows G as a function of the FSG voltages
VSG1 and VSG2. We find well-defined Coulomb blockade
(CB) resonances with a typical broadening of  ≈ 200 μeV.
In the gate voltage interval R1 the CB resonances depend
continuously on both gate voltages with similar lever arms and
a constant slope, characteristic of a single QD formed between
S and D. In contrast, for roughly VFSG1 < −0.3 V, G exhibits
strong avoided crossings, typical of DQDs. In Fig. 2(b), G of
a single QD CB resonance in regime R1 is plotted versus VSG1
and the external magnetic field B. The measured resonance is
pointed out by a yellow square in Fig. 2(a). The CB resonance
amplitude extracted from Lorentzian fits to vertical cross
sections is plotted in Fig. 2(c) as a function of B. When the
external field is swept from negative to positive values (up),
we find a gradual reduction of the peak conductance and a
sharp switching to a larger value at B ≈ 35 mT. In the down
sweep, G is reduced gradually down to B ≈ −35 mT, where
again a sharp switching to a larger value occurs. The MRS in
this case is G/G1 ≈ +20%, where G > 0 is the change in
G at the MRS in sweep direction and G1 the conductance just
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FIG. 2. (a) Differential conductance G as a function of the
voltages VSG1 and VSG2 applied to the two FSGs. This plot exhibits
two regions with characteristics of a single QD (top part) and a DQD
(bottom part). (b) G as a function of VSG1 and the external magnetic
field B for the gate voltages pointed out by a yellow square in (a). The
top and the bottom panel show an up and a down sweep, respectively.
(c) Maximum conductance Gmax vs B for the resonance in (b). (d)
Gmax vs B for the resonance labeled by a green circle in (a).
before the switching. We note that the energy of the resonance
does not change significantly at these low fields within the
measurement accuracy, and there is a hysteretic increase
in the resonance broadening for larger field values. In addition,
the sign and amplitude of the MR and MRS depend on the QD
resonance. For example, a similar experiment on a different
resonance [pointed out by a green circle in Fig. 2(a)] shows a
continuous decrease in conductance for increasing fields and
a sharp drop in conductance at the switching fields (G < 0),
as shown in Fig. 2(d). This corresponds to a negative MRS of
G/G1 ≈ −20%. We can thus tune the sign of both the MR
and the MRS by choosing the corresponding QD resonance,
and on a single resonance by changing one gate voltage and
compensating with the other (not shown). However, in regime
R1 we could not find a clear systematic dependence on the
gate voltages, on which we further comment below.
All experiments presented here can be understood based
on the MR of the NW segment in the different regimes. The
magnetic field at the NW position is a superposition of the
external field and the FSG stray field. The switching field is
the same in all experiments on this device and coincides with
the FSG magnetization inversion expected from the designed
Py strips [6,7]. Since the external field is aligned with the
FSGs, we assume that on average the stray field points in the
same direction and thus adds an offset field, Btot = B + Bst.
For a given dependence G(B) one thus obtains a switching at
Bsw, which shifts the original G(B) curve by the stray field
±Bst, with the sign determined by the sweep direction. More
details on the switching field are discussed in the next section.
Two basic mechanisms can lead to MR in the single QD
regime: (1) the wave function and thus the tunnel couplings 1
and 2 to the NW segment can change due to a perpendicular
momentum component (Lorentz force) [14] or the formation
of Landau levels, which in turn changes the maximum
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conductance, with an MR and MRS sign depending on the
asymmetry of the tunnel barrier strengths. These mechanisms,
however, typically become relevant at much higher fields. (2)
In electronic structures with an energy-dependent transmis-
sion, the Zeeman shift of the resonances renders the con-
ductance field dependent. Here, we focus solely on the latter
possibility and use the simple picture of resonant tunneling
through a QD with two spin channels. The conductance then
reads
G(B,Vg) = e
2
h
12

∑
σ∈{+,−}
L
(
E0 + 12σg
∗μBB
)
, (1)
with σ = + (−) for spin ↓ (↑), the Lorentzian L(E) =

E2+0.252 ,  = 1 + 2 and the individual spin-independentQD tunnel coupling strengths 1 and 2. The argument of L is
the level position, determined by the level energy at zero field
E0 = −eαVg, with α the gate lever arm and g∗ the effective
g factor.
In this model the conductance amplitude has a maximum
when the two spin states are degenerate and is reduced when
this degeneracy is lifted by the Zeeman shift. For a single level
the degeneracy occurs generally at B = 0. At higher fields, the
maximum drops to half the value when the orbital energies are
fully separated in energy. This would result in a maximum MR
and MRS of G/G = 50% on a field scale B = /(g∗μB).
The presented experiments do not reach such large MR values
at the relatively low fields, probably because of the large
broadening . We note that this interpretation is not altered in
the constant interaction model for a QD with a finite charging
energy, though the CB resonance separation is much larger
than the Zeeman splitting. A large QD charging energy can
be included using a simple two-channel rate equation model
for a single QD level, for which we obtain a maximum MR
(and MRS) of 25% in the limit of 1 = 2, and between 0%
and 50% for strongly asymmetric tunnel barriers. The negative
MR and MRS in the single dot regime [e.g., Fig. 2(d)] cannot
be explained by a single level in this model. However, we
also find CB conductance maxima at finite fields, which we
interpret as level crossings with other orbital states, on the
field scale B ∼ δE/(g∗μB), with δE the level spacing. The
observed minima roughly agree with the level spacing found
in Coulomb diamond measurements and an average g factor
of ∼10 [15].
IV. DOUBLE DOT MR AND MRS
The same NW segment can be tuned by more negative FSG
voltages to a regime with a conductance pattern characteristic
for two QDs in series (regime R2) [16]. In Fig. 3(a), G shows
a honeycomb pattern with avoided crossings and a ∼10-fold
conductance increase near the triple points. In this regime
we find very reproducible MR and MRS, with characteristics
determined by the gate voltage settings relative to a triple
point. We first investigate the MR on a larger field scale.
The CB resonance amplitudes on a triple point are generally
suppressed with increasing magnetic field. An example is
shown in Fig. 3(b), where the CB amplitude shows a strong
maximum at B = 0 and is reduced essentially linearly by more
than a factor of 2, which corresponds to an MR of roughly
−100%/T. The local minimum around B ≈ ±0.6 T is then
followed by another maximum at B ≈ ±1.0 T.
In contrast, for MR curves off a triple point we consistently
find curves that are all very similar to the one shown in Fig. 3(c)
for the gate voltage configuration indicated by a yellow circle
in Fig. 3(a). Here, G shows a strong minimum at B = 0 and
an initially parabolic increase by more than a factor of 10 up
to maxima at B ≈ ±0.6 T, the same field as where the local
minima in Fig. 3(b) occurred. The MR slope on this field scale
is roughly +2000%/mT relative to the zero-field value. On
a smaller field scale we find in all curves an MRS consistent
with the high-field MR and a switching of the stray field due
to the magnetization reversal in the FSGs. For the example
in Fig. 3(c), a low-field MR curve is plotted in Fig. 3(d). A
parabolic fit to the low-field side for the up sweep (red) and
to the high-field side for the down sweep (blue) is added as
a guide to the eye. In an up sweep, the stray field of the
FSGs is oriented in the negative direction for low and negative
fields and the resulting total field would be compensated only
at a positive external field, B = Bst. This results in a shift
of the parabola by Bst (red parabola). For this shift we find
in all experiments Bst ≈ 50 mT. At the switching field Bsw
the magnetizations in the FSGs reverse and the stray field
points along the external field, so that the conductance curve
“jumps” to the parabola shifted by −Bst (blue parabola). For
the switching field we obtain Bsw ≈ 35 mT, in accordance
with the experiments above and previous measurements on
noninterrupted long Py strips [6,7]. These curves clearly show
the difference between the switching and the stray fields: the
apex of the parabolas are shifted by the stray field given by the
geometry and the magnetization, while the switching field is
determined by the shape anisotropy of the FSGs.
A qualitative understanding of the DQD MR can be gained
by considering the limit of weakly coupled dots. A weak
interdot tunnel coupling compared to the tunnel rates to the
leads, 12 	 1,2, suggests that the transmission through
the DQD is limited by 12 and the individual QDs can be
assumed to be either filled or empty. This picture is illustrated
in Fig. 4(a). If in addition the capacitive coupling between the
QDs is weaker than to the leads and gates, then each QD level,
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FIG. 3. (a) G as a function of VSG1 and VSG2 in the DQD regime
R2. (b) and (c) Large-field MR on and off a DQD triple point,
respectively. The latter gate configuration is pointed out by a yellow
circle in (a). (d) Low-field MR of the resonance in (c), showing the
MRS off a triple point.
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i.e., E(1)0 and E
(2)
0 , can be tuned individually, for example, by
local gates [17]. The conductance of the system can then be
approximated by
G(B) = e
2
2πh3
1212
∑
σ∈{+,−}
L
(
E
(1)
0 +
1
2
σg∗μBB
)
×L
(
E
(2)
0 +
1
2
σg∗μBB
)
. (2)
A triple point in the B = 0 stability diagram corresponds to
both QD levels being aligned with the Fermi energy of the
contacts, i.e., E(1)0 = E(2)0 = EF. A finite field separates the
two spin states as illustrated in Fig. 4(b), and the resonance
amplitudes decrease. If both QD states have the same g factor,
the Zeeman shift is the same and one expects a decrease only
by a factor of 2 on the field scale /(g∗μB). However, the two
QDs can also have different g factors, either due to anisotropies
in the g tensor [15] or due to specific QD wave functions [18].
In this case the Zeeman splitting leads to a misalignment
of the two QD resonances, which strongly suppresses the
transmission with increasing B, corresponding to 100% MR.
This additional suppression we expect on the larger field scale
of 2/(|g∗1 − g∗2 |μB).
If the two QD levels, E(1)0 and E(2)0 , are different at B = 0,
i.e., if the resonances at zero field are detuned from any
triple point, there are characteristic fields where the current
is maximized when the Zeeman shift aligns two equal spin
levels of the QDs, as pointed out by the green arrows in
Fig. 4(c), on a field scale governed by 2E0/(|g∗1 − g∗2 |μB)
and . Figures 4(d) and 4(e) show the resulting DQD
conductance on and off a zero-field triple point, respectively.
This model reproduces qualitatively the characteristics found
in the experiments, including an idealized sharp magnetization
switching and large MR and MRS values. We note that in
both discussed cases this model predicts strong spin-polarized
currents, in principle up to 100% at the fields pointed out by
arrows in Fig. 4(c).
V. FSG INDUCED SINGLET TO TRIPLET SWITCHING
At a more negative backgate voltage (VBG = −0.9 V),
close to the pinch-off voltage, the NW segment exhibits
the conductance pattern shown in Fig. 5(a) (regime R3).
The elongated honey-comb structure of the CB resonances
are characteristic of a strongly side-coupled parallel DQD
[19–21], where only one QD is tunnel coupled to source and
drain and transport occurs solely at gate voltages where the CB
resonances of this first QD are aligned with EF. However, the
energy spectrum is still determined by both dots. For some gate
voltages in R3 we find MR and MRS very similar to the ones
of the DQD discussed for regime R2 in the previous section,
whereas for others no significant MR could be resolved. In
addition, we also find a new family of MRS curves that occurs
at gate voltages that seem rather random. An example is shown
in Fig. 5(b), where G is plotted as a function of B and VSG1
for the gate voltages indicated by a green circle in Fig. 5(a).
The corresponding resonance amplitude is shown in Fig. 5(c).
In contrast to the regimes R1 and R2, there are two transitions
in the conductance amplitude, one around B = 0 and one at
B ≈ ±35 mT ≈ Bsw. The change in conductance is negative
and corresponds to an MRS of about −25% at the low-field
transition and +50% at the high-field transition (for a more
symmetric definition of MRS, G
Glow+Ghigh , one obtains the same
number for both switchings, namely, ±20%). For the similarity
to TMR signals in spin valves, we call this rectangular shape
TMR-like. We do not find any amplitude or position variation
with B on this field scale apart from the transitions in the
amplitude. The transition around zero field is smoother than
in regimes R1 and R2 and already starts at small negative
(positive) fields in the up (down) sweep, while the transitions
at the switching fields are significantly sharper.
The sign can also be inverted for such TMR-like MRS, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5(d) for a different gate voltage setting.
Here we find an increased conductance in the interval B ∈
[0, ± 35 mT], which corresponds to an MRS of roughly +50%
at the low-field transition. We note that the MR and MRS are
almost identical in the two cases shown in Fig. 5.
This TMR-like MRS is qualitatively different to the MRS
in regimes R1 and R2 since the MR is essentially flat on
this low field scale. We now show that these characteristics
can be explained by a change of the orbital ground state,
from a spin triplet to a singlet and vice versa, induced by
the FSGs. In a DQD with an appreciable interdot coupling,
the two-electron eigenstates are not simply the products of the
individual QD states as assumed in the above model, but three
spin triplet states |T+〉 = |↑,↑〉, |T0〉 = 1√2 (|↑,↓〉 + |↓,↑〉) and
|T−〉 = |↓,↓〉, and a singlet state |S〉 = 1√2 (|↑,↓〉 − |↓,↑〉). In
the resonant tunneling picture we neglect fluctuations to single
or multiple QD charge states and focus solely on the magnetic
field dispersion of the two-electron states. As illustrated in
Fig. 6(a), |T+〉 and |T−〉 are shifted linearly up and down in
energy with increasing field, respectively, while |T0〉 and |S〉
are constant with an energy separation given by the exchange
energy Ex. Without FSG stray fields, all triplet states cross at
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zero field, and the |T±〉 cross |S〉 at a finite field, depending on
Ex. One finds that the lowest energy orbital state changes from
a triplet to a singlet and back to a triplet at B = ±Ex/(g∗μB).
The effect of a homogeneous FSG stray field is illustrated in
Fig. 6(b) for a down sweep. The up sweep can be constructed
analogously. While |T0〉 and |S〉 are unaffected by Bst, |T+〉
and |T−〉 are offset in B by −Bst for B > −Bsw and by +Bst
for B < −Bsw. In the example depicted in Fig. 6(b), if Bst >
Bsw, |T+〉 crosses |S〉 at −Bsw and |T−〉 at the characteristic
singlet/triplet transition field Btr = Ex/(g∗μB) − Bst. In this
case the ground state is a singlet for −Bsw < B < Btr and
a triplet otherwise. The second consecutively filled state is
a singlet, except for the same interval around zero, and the
higher energy states are triplets for all fields.
The singlet/triplet transitions in the picture up to now are
very sharp. However, if one accounts for an inhomogeneous
stray field of the FSGs—quite expected in this sample because
of the tilted orientation of the NW with respect to the FSGs—
the eigenstates become coherent superpositions of the singlet
and triplet states. The energies of these states depend on the
magnetic field at the positions of the two individual QDs, B1
and B2. The eigenenergies of this system can be found by
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian H in the singlet/triplet basis
{T+,T0,T−,S} [22]
H = g∗μB
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
Bz
1√
2
B− 0 − 1√2B−
1√
2
B+ 0 1√2B− Bz
0 1√
2
B+ −Bz B+
− 1√
2
B+ Bz B− Ex/g∗μB
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠,
(3)
with B = 12 (B1 + B2) the average and B = 12 (B1 − B2) the
difference of the fields at the two QD positions, and B± =
Bx ± By and B± = Bx ± By , with the z axis defined
along the external field. Ex is the exchange energy. In Fig. 6(c)
we plot the eigenenergies as a function of the external magnetic
field in a down sweep for Ex < 0. We add a constant stray field
of the strength found in the experiments, with the respective
angles ±30◦ to the external field at the two QD positions. At
Bsw, we reverse the orientation of Bst. The nonparallel fields
at the QD positions result in an anticrossing of the |T−〉 and
|S〉, as can be seen in Fig. 6(c). With lowering B the weight
of the singlet increases steadily around Btr. However, at −Bsw
the ground state is switched sharply back to |T+〉 due to the
magnetization reversal, which makes the system “jump over
the anticrossing” one would expect at negative fields.
This singlet/triplet transition can be observed in a con-
ductance measurement because the respective orbital wave
functions have different spatial symmetries, so one can expect
different tunnel couplings and thus different conductances for
these states. A switching of the ground state from a triplet
to a singlet (and back) thus results in a switching of the
device resistance. As an illustration, we plot in Fig. 6(d) the
calculated conductance for the energies in Fig. 6(c), with a
Lorentzian gate dependence and the maximum conductance
Gmax = |ηS|2GS + |ηT|2GT, where γS,T are the the superpo-
sition amplitudes obtained from diagonalizing H . GS = GT
are the characteristic conductances of the singlet and triplet
states, respectively. This simple model accounts qualitatively
for the TMR-like MRS, with a sharp singlet/triplet switching
at −Bsw and a smoother transition around B = Btr ≈ 0. In this
picture, the high-field ground state of the next charge state
is the singlet, which switches to a triplet for the same field
interval given above, which accounts for a negative TMR-like
MRS. The next two charge states would then be expected to
show no MR or MRS, in accord with measurements at other
gate voltages.
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FIG. 6. (a) Energy levels in a strongly coupled DQD for a
homogeneous magnetic field and no FSG stray field. The triplet
states are labeled by T+, T−, and T0, respectively, and the singlet
by S. Where the S and T± cross, the lowest energy state changes
its character from triplet (T) to a singlet character (S). (b) Similar
plot as in (a) with a stray field Bst that switches orientation at Bsw
and a characteristic singlet/triplet transition at Btr. (c) Similar to (b)
with nonparallel local magnetic fields B1 and B2 on the two QDs,
with a ±30◦ angle with respect to the external field. (d) Calculated
conductance G as a function of B obtained from the DQD model
discussed in the text.
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The seemingly random characteristics with gate voltage
might to some part originate from an uncertainty of the
relative positions in the charge stability diagram. However,
the TMR-like MRS also requires a fine tuning of the device
parameters, such that Bst > Bsw > Btr, which can be inferred
directly from Fig. 6(b). Here the stray field Bst is given by the
FSG spacing and material choice, the switching field Bsw by
the FSG shape anisotropy (strip width), and the singlet/triplet
transition field Btr by the exchange energy, i.e., the DQD
coupling strength. The seemingly random occurrence of the
TMR-like MR might therefore also originate from state-to-
state fluctuations in Btr, possibly related to NW g-factor
fluctuations and anisotropy [15,18]. In addition, different
spatial probability distributions of different QD wave functions
would lead to different relative angles of the local magnetic
fields B1 and B2 and to strong variations in the observed MRS
patterns.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we report magnetoconductance measurements
of a short segment of InAs nanowire with a pair of ferro-
magnetic sidegates in a split-gate geometry. For this device
we find three characteristic regimes, which we identify as a
single QD, a double dot in series, and a strongly side-coupled
DQD. While in the first two a strong field dependence of
the conductance results in a simple single MRS due to the
inversion of the FSG magnetization, we find in regime R3 a
double switching reminiscent of a TMR signal. The MR and
MRS in all three regimes we explain qualitatively in simple
resonant tunneling models. Especially in regime R3 we can
reproduce qualitatively the data by assuming molecular DQD
states with transitions between orbital states of singlet and
triplet character, induced by the FSG stray fields.
As an outlook we first note the versatility of FSG structures:
FSGs of different widths should result in different switching
fields and in switchable and strong field gradients. Second,
we note that in our experiments we have not reached the
limits of how close FSGs can be fabricated to a NW, and
we have not explicitly exploited the angle between the NW
and the FSGs, which might be used to specifically tailor the
field amplitude and orientation along the NW axis. A closer
proximity should result in considerably larger stray fields,
on the order of several hundred mT. This and the straight
forward scalability to long FSG arrays are promising for
creating synthetic spin-orbit interactions and helical electron
states. In addition, we propose to use FSGs as the basis for
an all-electronic Bell test, for example in a NW-based Cooper
pair splitter [17,23–25]. Similar to the spin-orbit interaction
in Ref. [26], one might use the large g factor in NWs and the
FSG stray fields Bst to obtain a Zeeman splitting larger than
the thermal energy and the lifetime broadening of a quantum
dot, g∗μBBst > kBT ,, leading to spin-polarized QD states.
The local magnetic fields can then be designed to results in
different orientations of the quantization axes on the two QDs,
determined by the vectorial sum of Bst and the external field.
This setup avoids fundamental problems with electronic Bell
tests based on ferromagnetic contacts [27].
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